help
wanted
Knowledge Workers Needed

Expanding weatherization employers seeking to train
and retain motivated workers.
Committed workers seeking career opportunities
that pay family sustaining wages and empower
them to transition away from government support.
New Philadelphians eager to apply their

Businesses in need of thousands of qualified customer
service specialists with strong communication, technical,
and people skills.

knowledge and pursue the American Dream.
More than 120,000 new managers needed across
all sectors of our economy.

Workers stuck at the bottom rung of the
ladder poised to climb and succeed.
Former industrial workers wanting to transition into
new careers as production job opportunities decline.

Life sciences looking for a large number of skilled
scientists and technicians.
Medical laboratories and bio-manufacturing
firms seeking laboratory technicians.

Young adults aspiring to learn, teach, and lead.
Young people seeking entry-level jobs in a
secure field with career possibilities.

How can we connect our
residents to jobs with
benefits and advancement
opportunities?

Seeking clerical workers with transferable
competencies and technological skills.

How can we provide our
employers with workers
that fuel prosperity
and productivity?

Adults actively learning basic computer applications
Growing health and human service providers

and eager to apply their analytical skills.

searching for employees at all levels.
Seasoned administrative professionals ready to learn
new technical skills and re-enter the workforce.

Advanced manufacturing industry seeking
technically skilled workers.

Recent high school graduates looking to embark
Seeking entry-level workers with skills to adapt

on a career rather than remediate in college.

and advance in the workplace.

Skilled and career-minded individuals who are
under-employed but seeking full-time, hands-on
work with long-term potential.
Former residents of the correctional system
seeking a GED and a second chance.

Parents of school-age children focused on working outside the home.

Medical employers and insurers hiring a large
number of health information technologists.
Hospitals needing more than 54,000 nurses across
Pennsylvania in the next 12 years.

A school system seeking the next generation
of educators to inspire tomorrow’s workers.
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There is a growing gap between the essential
needs of our businesses and the fundamental
skills of our people. While our businesses
have rapidly advanced and evolved, we have
not invested the resources necessary for
our people to keep pace.

Connecting people to good
opportunities is not as simple
as it seems. In today’s economy,
business demands a new
kind of worker with strong
basic skills. As our economy
recovers, Philadelphia will
not have the supply to meet
this demand.

Business

Workforce

Our future depends on closing this gap. By preparing Philadelphians
with the skills, knowledge, and abilities they need to be successful now
and in the future, we will position Philadelphia and the region at the
forefront of the global economy — educated, innovative, and prosperous.
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Raising the bar

Wanted:

A nimble workforce
Wanted:

human capital
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Literacy Levels in Philadelphia compared to Pennsylvania

Human capital is the currency of our new
economy. Today’s workers must quickly adapt
to change and assimilate new information.

Technology, globalization, innovation:

They must stand ready to move into the fields

these and other factors have contributed

of tomorrow, created through the innovation

to a seismic shift in our economy.

of today.

pennsylvania
Intermediate & Advanced

62.1%

Philadelphia
Intermediate & Advanced

Consider this: thirty years ago, one in four jobs

The challenge is that we are not competing

in Philadelphia was in manufacturing. These

as we should today, and we are certainly not

jobs required little, if any, formal education

prepared to take advantage of what is coming

but a great deal of skill that could be learned

tomorrow. Over 202,000 adults in Philadelphia

on the job. Today, one in twenty jobs is in

have not obtained a high school diploma, and

manufacturing, and these positions require

many of those who did complete high school

both a great deal of skill and education.

have not acquired the basic skills needed to

While manufacturing provides a dramatic

47.8%

Population
able to meet
the needs
of business

obtain good jobs and advance into a career.

example, there is not a single industry sector

Over 50 percent of working-age Philadelphians

in our economy that has not been touched

— approximately 550,000 individuals — need to

by this major workforce trend. Employers

develop their workforce literacy skills. That’s

across all industries are demanding a new

550,000 Philadelphians who are unprepared

kind of worker. They must be highly literate,

to compete in our knowledge-based economy

skilled in problem solving and quantitative

or to successfully complete a post-secondary

reasoning, proficient with information

degree. That’s 550,000 people whose talents

technologies, and able to communicate,

and abilities have not been activated and

respond to change, and work collaboratively.

who are not yet able to fully contribute to our

Considering its industry mix, Philadelphia

region’s economic growth and productivity.

demands a greater concentration of workers

That’s 550,000 opportunities for our city, our

with these competencies than the surrounding

economy, and our families to grow stronger,

suburbs or the state.

wealthier, and healthier.

212

> approximately 212 new
Cira Centers would
employ 550,000 People.

Literacy standard

Below Basic & Basic

37.9%
Below Basic & Basic

52.2%

Right now a little more than 50 percent of Philadelphia’s adults
are low literate, which means that more than half of our neighbors
struggle to follow written instructions or complete a form — such
as a job application or paperwork required for their child’s school.
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Wanted:

A workforce that
fuels the growth of
a healthy economy
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Research suggests that a strategic investment of $12 million a year
over the next seven years in work-specific intensive literacy courses
would result in taxes and savings to the City of Philadelphia of more
than $370 million.

Make no mistake about it: this is a crisis.
Without an immediate and purposeful

Strategic investment and return for the
city of Philadelphia over the next seven years

investment in elevating the literacy

Wanted:

The Foundation for a
Competitive Economy

proficiences of our adults, Philadelphia will
fall further behind in the global, knowledgebased economy.
There are two paths.

Literacy proficiencies of the population
are a key determinant of the quality of the

If we continue as we are, simply addressing

workforce and are found to have a close,

this issue at the margins, by 2030, an

positive association with economic growth

additional 50,000 more Philadelphians will

and living standards.

not have the basic literacy skills to compete
in the economic mainstream.

Because they have not yet had the
opportunity to fully develop their literacy

Or, we can forge a new path that confronts

skills, over 50 percent of Philadelphia’s

this challenge directly and fundamentally

working-age adults are currently only able

realigns our workforce to meet the needs

to compete for one-third of the jobs that

of our new economy. In Philadelphia, select

are available in today’s economy. That’s

providers have created and piloted workforce

approximately 550,000 individuals qualified for

literacy courses with remarkable results.

roughly 211,000 jobs available in Philadelphia.

Participants initially testing at less than a
7th grade level in both reading and math
made average gains of two and a half grade

> In a world where business can
go virtually anywhere to find
the right people, to compete,
Philadelphia must commit to
becoming a city with a worldclass, highly literate workforce.

$370 Million+

$400 M

in Taxes and Savings

nearly

$350 M

450%

$300 M

rate of
return

$250 M
$200 M
$150 M
$100 M
$50 M
$0

levels in only 10-12 weeks. More than half of
the participants secured new employment or
decided to pursue post-secondary education,
and many students earned their adult high

-$50 M

$12 M

$12 M

$12 M

$12 M

$12 M

$12 M

$12 M

consistent investment of $12 million annually

school diploma.
United we can and must capitalize on
this success. We must invest time, talent,
and treasure in strategies that work and
continue to pioneer new partnerships and
programs that allow our city and its people
to prosper in the new economy. It will
take leadership. It will require strategic
investments. It will demand our collective will.

While this is a significant amount in these tenuous economic times,
there are very few other opportunities where you can invest and expect
a nearly 450% rate of return. Over this seven-year period, 21,818
individuals could advance their skills and position themselves for
opportunities in our dynamic knowledge economy.
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Wanted:

A working and
thriving city
The benefits of increasing the literacy levels
and improving the competencies of our
residents translate to every segment
of our city and its economy.

The choice is ours.
For our community, increased literacy means a higher caliber
workforce to support economic growth, healthier children,
and greater wealth. It also means an increased number of
taxpayers and reduced dependency on public resources.

For our businesses, better skills among workers translate to a
more productive, proficient, and profitable labor force, increased
retention, and reduced recruitment and training costs. Businesses
with the foresight to invest in their Talent development in difficult
times are positioned to grow quickly as the economy recovers.

For individuals, increased basic literacy opens doors to better jobs,
higher wages, more secure employment, and additional education
including college. More education also has a profoundly positive
impact on all family members, including increasing the likelihood that
children will complete high school and go on to college themselves.

Efforts are underway to increase the
literacy levels of our residents. However,
to meet this challenge, we must unite to
prepare our people with the skills they
need so we can all be successful.
How can you be a part of the solution?
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Corporate and Community
Power Brokers

Adult Learners

- Exercise leadership in articulating and addressing
the challenge.
- Demand the new investments in adult workforce
literacy that are necessary to transform our economy.

w a n t e d

- Take control of your careers and economic futures
by re-engaging in education.
- Focus on success and motivate others to follow
in your footsteps.

Labor Unions

Employers

- Include adult education as part of every negotiation.

-C
 ollaborate with literacy providers to develop progressive
workforce literacy programs that respond to business needs.

- Educate employers about the necessity and benefit
of investments in their workers.

- Encourage and reward those employees who strive
to enhance their skills.

- Facilitate employer-provider skills training partnerships
in the interest of your members.

Adult Education Community
- Lead, collaborate, and adapt to meet the changing
demands of the 21st century economy by fostering
practices that center on workforce development.

The City
- Lead, invest, and collaborate in tackling this issue:
Philadelphia’s most compelling human capital challenge.
- Establish a sustainability plan for adult education
programs that is driven by our city’s workforce needs.

- Exercise scrutiny over the adult literacy system.
- Establish and report on metrics that link to
economic outcomes.

For these opportunities and others,
please contact Excel Philadelphia.
p

215 717 2010

f

215 717 2020 www.pwib.org
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We call our body of work around adult literacy “Excel Philadelphia” for a reason: this publication honors
the remarkable courage of adult learners and the talented and committed professionals who teach them.
Thank you for being at the heart of what makes our city great.
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